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Major Business Lines

 Naval Reactors Fuel

 Naval Reactors Fuel 
Development

 Downblending

 Decommissioning
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Tom McLaughlin Slides
(Relevant to Accident Sequences)
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Safety Margin

 How does one assess or quantify the safety 
margin associated with a particular fissile 
material operation?

 keff?
 mass?
 volume?
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 Consider two systems:

 Which has the higher safety margin?

keff= 0.9999

Natural Uranium Rods in Water

6 kg -phase 239Pu Sphere

keff= 0.84
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55 Gallon

Drum

Water Filled

6 kg -phase 239Pu Sphere
keff= 0.84
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 Natural uranium rods in water can not be critical.

 The safety margin for the sphere of Pu rests 
solely with the likelihood that the suspension will 
hold.

 Safety margin is measured by the effects of 
credible upsets!

 The primary focus is the identification and 
control of criticality accident sequences.  This is 
where the action is.
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Definition of “Credible”
(Similar to NUREG-1520)

 Credible – An event or accident sequence is considered ‘credible’ unless it is 
determined ‘Not Credible’ by meeting one of the three criteria specified below:

- An external event whose frequency of occurrence can be qualitatively 
estimated as having an initiating event frequency index of < -5, or quantitatively 
determined to be < 1E-6 events per year.

- A process deviation that consists of a sequence of many unlikely human 
actions or errors for which there is no reason or motive, excluding intent to 
cause harm.  In order to be considered not credible, no such sequence of 
events can ever actually have happened in any fuel cycle facility.

- Process deviations for which there is a convincing argument, based on 
physical laws or engineering principles that the deviations are not possible, or 
extremely unlikely.  The validity of the argument must not be dependent on any 
feature of the design or materials which is controlled by the plant’s system of 
IROFS.
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How are Sequences Identified?

 Identified through Process Hazards Analyses (PHAs)

 Using methodologies listed in NUREG-1513, “Integrated 
Safety Analysis Guidance Document”

 Method selected based on the complexity of the process 
and the severity of the hazards. 
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Process Hazards Analyses (PHAs)

 PHA Team

 Operations, Safety, Engineering, and other 
relevant personnel

 Primarily use What-if or HAZOP technique
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What-if Table
(Example from NCS Evaluation)
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Accident Sequences
(Example from NCS Evaluation)
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Risk Index Table
(Example from NCS Evaluation)
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Limits and Controls Table
(Example from NCS Evaluation)


